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Abstract In aircraft wing design, engineers aim to provide the best possible aerodynamic perfor-

mance under cruise flight conditions in terms of lift-to-drag ratio. Conventional control surfaces

such as flaps, ailerons, variable wing sweep and spoilers are used to trim the aircraft for other flight

conditions. The appearance of the morphing wing concept launched a new challenge in the area of

overall wing and aircraft performance improvement during different flight segments by locally alter-

ing the flow over the aircraft’s wings. This paper describes the development and application of a

control system for an actuation mechanism integrated in a new morphing wing structure. The con-

trolled actuation system includes four similar miniature electromechanical actuators disposed in

two parallel actuation lines. The experimental model of the morphing wing is based on a full-

scale portion of an aircraft wing, which is equipped with an aileron. The upper surface of the wing

is a flexible one, being closed to the wing tip; the flexible skin is made of light composite materials.

The four actuators are controlled in unison to change the flexible upper surface to improve the flow

quality on the upper surface by delaying or advancing the transition point from laminar to turbu-

lent regime. The actuators transform the torque into vertical forces. Their bases are fixed on the

wing ribs and their top link arms are attached to supporting plates fixed onto the flexible skin with

screws. The actuators push or pull the flexible skin using the necessary torque until the desired ver-

tical displacement of each actuator is achieved. The four vertical displacements of the actuators,

correlated with the new shape of the wing, are provided by a database obtained through a prelim-

inary aerodynamic optimization for specific flight conditions. The control system is designed to con-
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21 trol the positions of the actuators in real time in order to obtain and to maintain the desired shape

22 of the wing for a specified flight condition. The feasibility and effectiveness of the developed control

23 system by use of a proportional fuzzy feed-forward methodology are demonstrated experimentally

24 through bench and wind tunnel tests of the morphing wing model.

2526 � 2017 Production and hosting by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of Chinese Society of Aeronautics and

27 Astronautics. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/

28 licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

29

30 1. Introduction

31 In today’s world, fuel burn reduction is a serious concern of all

32 the players in the aerospace industry, not only because of the

33 environmental impacts but also due to the economic aspects.

34 The aerodynamic force component most responsible for fuel

35 burn is the drag (weight also affects the drag and thus the fuel

36 burn). Therefore, reducing the drag through the advanced

37 design of aircraft wings is a way for aerodynamicists to

38 develop advanced technologies towards green aviation.

39 Among the recent (feasible) technologies used to reduce the

40 aerodynamic drag, researchers have evaluated the effectiveness

41 of aircraft wing morphing.1 Aimed at improvement of aerody-

42 namic performance by increasing the lift-to-drag ratio, various

43 scenarios to change the wing shape were tested: morphing the

44 wing’s upper surface or morphing its trailing or leading edges.

45 From the morphing upper surface point of view, the target is

46 to increase the laminar flow region over the aircraft wing by

47 moving the laminar-to-turbulent transition point close to the

48 wing airfoil trailing edge to obtain in this way a lower drag

49 force.2 Also, the inclusion of the morphing wing technology

50 in the aircraft conception brings other advantages related to

51 the possibilities to fly multiple types of missions as a multi-

52 role aircraft and to create superior system capabilities, radi-

53 cally performing new maneuvers which would not be possible

54 with conventional control surfaces.3

55 Several review papers have described the technologies to

56 enable the morphing concept implementation in the aircraft

57 industry, which have been tested to date.1,4–6 The literature

58 also reveals that numerous studies and research projects have

59 been developed in the field by various entities such as univer-

60 sities, research institutes and industry. A collaborative research

61 study explored a process to link analytical models and opti-

62 mization tools with design methods to create energy-efficient

63 lightweight wing/structure/actuator combinations for morph-

64 ing aircraft wings.7 At the University of Kentucky, an adaptive

65 circular arc airfoil was used to control the aerodynamic flow8,

66 while researchers from the University of Tokyo realized a

67 cross-sectional deformation of a laminar airfoil in order to

68 obtain a drag reduction at the off-design angles of attack.9

69 In Germany, at the Aerodynamics Institute, RWTH Aachen,

70 an experimental model of an adaptive wing with an adjustable

71 upper side over the entire chord was used in wind tunnel tests

72 to show the possible improvement of the aerodynamic perfor-

73 mance of wings at transonic speeds.10

74 Munday and Jacob used an adaptive actuator integrated in

75 the wing structure. Experimental results showed an expansion

76 of the laminar flow when the actuator was activated.11 That

77 research was extended with a conformal camber12 and with

78 an oscillating camber.13 A similar experiment, with an oscillat-

79 ing camber, was performed by a multidisciplinary team, which

80 investigated the low Reynolds number flow over an adaptive

81wing assembly.14 They used a NACA4415 airfoil for their ref-

82erence profile; the experimental model was equipped with

83piezoelectric actuators and a latex membrane to provide a flex-

84ible and smooth upper surface.

85Some adaptive structure concepts for aeroelastic drag

86reduction and load alleviation were investigated by Miller in

87his Ph.D. thesis at the University of Manchester, UK,15

88wherein a rotating spar concept enabling the adaptive aeroe-

89lastic shape control of aircraft wings to reduce the drag was

90developed. That work also showed the application of an all-

91moving wing tip device with an adaptive torsional stiffness

92attachment as a passive load alleviation system.

93Another method to change the camber line was introduced

94by Monner et al. at the DLR, Germany,16 designing flexible

95Fowler flaps for an adaptive wing that allows both chordwise

96and spanwise differential camber variations during flight.

97Some active ribs flex both upper and lower skins. The same

98concept, but with segmented ribs, was studied by Poonsong

99in his Master’s thesis at the University of Maryland.17 His

100model used the ribs which are divided into six sections, each

101section being able to rotate approximately five degrees without

102causing significant discontinuity on the wing surface. The mor-

103phing wing actuation mechanism included two pneumatic

104actuators.

105A different approach to adapt the structure shapes in wing

106morphing applications is based on the compliant mechanisms

107powered by a single input actuator. Such a system was built

108at the University of Michigan by Saggere and Kota to control

109a wing section.18 The mechanism, in which the leading and

110trailing edges were reshaped by means of actuators, allowed

111the airfoil camber to change. A similar mechanism was

112designed, fabricated and tested in flight by a collaborative

113research team from FlexSys Inc., MI, USA and from Air Force

114Research Laboratory, Dayton, OH, USA, for a Mission Adap-

115tive Wing.19 Researchers from the University of Bristol, UK

116presented another morphing design for airfoils using compli-

117ant mechanisms.20 Their design includes an early skeletal

118frame-type ground structure, in which the actuators were sub-

119stituted to obtain a preset surface deflection.

120Another method to adapt the structure’s shapes, instead of

121using a mechatronic solution with hinges or linear bearings, is

122the ‘‘belt-rib” solution21 presented by Campanile and Sachau

123from the DLR, Germany. The new ‘‘belt-rib” replaces the clas-

124sical rib and allows camber changes within prescribed limits,

125while keeping the remaining parts’ stiffness properties

126unaffected.

127In addition to changes in the internal mechanism, various

128actuation mechanisms have been investigated. One of these

129methods is based on piezoelectric actuation. Wang et al., in

130the Smart Wing 2 program of DARPA, developed a high-

131rate large-deflection hingeless trailing edge control surface

132for a smart wing model.22 The model consists of distributed
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133 piezoelectric stack actuators with and without hydraulic ampli-

134 fiers and pumps, as well as aggressive tendon actuation.

135 Researchers from the University of Kansas, USA and from

136 Delft University of Technology, Netherlands presented a mor-

137 phing wing model for UAVs using post-buckled pre-

138 compressed (PBP) piezoelectric bender actuators.23 Flight test

139 showed that the roll control authority was increased by 38%

140 and that the control derivatives were more than 3.7 times lar-

141 ger than conventional variants. Using PBP actuators also

142 increased the actuation frequency, by an order of magnitude.

143 Another morphing application, developed by researchers from

144 Konkuk University, South Korea, used lightweight piezo-

145 composite actuators (LIPCA) to actuate the trailing edges of

146 biomimetic wing sections.24 At the same university, another

147 morphing wing application was developed for a small-scale

148 expandable wing, which was separated into inner and outer

149 wings as in a typical bird wing.25 Under the inner wing section,

150 two LIPCA actuators were attached and activated in the

151 expanded wing state to modify the camber of the wing. Wind

152 tunnel tests showed that the actuators’ activation created sig-

153 nificant additional lift. At Oregon State University, USA, the

154 researchers investigated the use of piezoceramic actuators to

155 control bio-inspired flexible wings.26,27

156 Two approaches for creating control surfaces with the sup-

157 port of microfiber composite (MFC) actuators were tested at

158 California State University, USA.28 In the first, flap-like struc-

159 tures were formed by bonding MFC actuators to each side of a

160 metal substrate, while in the second, MFC actuators were

161 bonded directly to the wing. Another actuation concept based

162 on piezo-ceramic composite, known as macro-fiber composite

163 actuators, was used by Bilgen et al. for adjusting the camber of

164 wings in a series of studies.29–31 Similar actuators were also

165 used by Na and Kim at Seoul National University, South

166 Korea in a study related to the nonlinear static analysis of

167 smart wings which was aimed to determine the most efficient

168 location for these actuators on smart wings.32

169 An Italian collaborative research project, with researchers

170 from the University of Naples ‘‘Federico II”, CIRA and Ale-

171 nia Aeronautica, studied a morphing wing trailing edge con-

172 cept by replacing the conventional flap device with a

173 compliant rib structure actuated with shape memory alloy

174 (SMA) wires.33 A feasibility study to deflect a wing flap using

175 SMA wires as actuators was undertaken by Nanyang Techno-

176 logical University, Singapore in collaboration with DSO

177 National Laboratories, Singapore.34 They designed and manu-

178 factured a wing prototype, and the entire system, consisting of

179 a rib, SMA wires and the flap, was experimentally tested. At

180 the University of Catania, Italy, SMA actuators were used to

181 test the ability of a wing in order to modify its cross section

182 by assuming the shape of two different airfoils, and to test

183 the possibility of deflecting the profiles near the trailing edge

184 in order to obtain hingeless control surfaces; two prototypes

185 were realized by incorporating the variable airfoil and the hin-

186 geless aileron features respectively.35 An Australian research

187 team analysed the application of smart materials for adaptive

188 airfoil control.36 Further, the researchers designed, developed

189 and tested a deformable wing model using ABS material for

190 the skin. The deflection of the variable cambered wing was

191 controlled by means of SMA actuators fixed underneath the

192 wing skin, near the leading edge.37

193 With the final aim to obtain real-time optimized airfoils,

194 our research team from the ETS in Montreal, Canada used

195the laminar-to-turbulent flow transition point as control vari-

196able in a morphing wing project funded by Consortium for

197Research and Innovation in Aerospace in Quebec (CRIAQ).

198Called CRIAQ 7.1, the project was developed in collaboration

199with Thales, Bombardier Aerospace, Ecole Polytechnique, and

200IAR-CNRC. The team developed a possibility to detect the

201transition point starting from the surface pressure distribution,

202the precision of the method being dictated by the density of the

203pressure sensors distributed along the airfoil chord.38 The mor-

204phing wing experimental model was equipped with SMA actu-

205ators, actuating on two parallel lines. Two adaptive neuro-

206fuzzy controllers were designed in order to correlate each set

207of pressure differences with the deformations of airfoil pro-

208duced by the two actuators; these pressure differences were cal-

209culated as differences between the pressures acting on

210calculated between the optimized and the reference airfoils.39

211A linear model of the heating and cooling phase from an

212SMA actuator was obtained in order to be used in the design

213of its controllers.40 With the linear model, an on–off controller

214combined with a proportional–integral one was designed and

215experimentally tested in the wind tunnel.41 Due to the strong

216nonlinear behavior of the SMA actuators, the team developed

217and experimentally evaluated a hybrid control system combin-

218ing a fuzzy logic proportional-integral-derivative controller

219and a conventional on-off controller.42,43 The final wind tunnel

220test of the morphing wing model using a real-time optimizer to

221close the control loop confirmed the project formulated

222hypothesis, proving the drag reduction as a consequence of

223the laminar flow expansion on the upper surface of the

224wing.44,45

225In another small-scale morphing wing model developed by

226our research team, the actuation mechanism was based on

227some DC motors which rotated two eccentric shafts and mor-

228phed a flexible skin along two parallel actuation lines.46 A

229position controller aiming to control the shape of the wing air-

230foil under different flow conditions was designed and tested in

231the Price-Paı̈doussis Wind Tunnel at the ETS in Montreal,

232Canada. As a supplementary validation, an analysis of the

233wind flow characteristics was performed; the pressure coeffi-

234cients predicted by the numerical simulations were compared

235with those obtained from the experimental test.47–50

236In this context, a new morphing wing international collab-

237orative research project was initiated by industrial entities,

238research institutes and universities from Canada and Italy,

239and the project was developed on a full-scale portion of the

240wing of an aircraft, which was fully actuated using electrical

241actuators. The work disseminated here is a part of this project

242and describes the experimental results obtained with a variant

243of the control system developed to be used in the actuation of

244the flexible skin on the upper surface of the wing.

2452. Morphing wing project specific issues

246The present morphing wing research project may be consid-

247ered as a continuation of the CRIAQ 7.1 project developed

248by our research team in the Research Laboratory in Active

249Controls, Avionics and Aeroservoelasticity (LARCASE) of

250the ETS in Montreal, Canada, in which SMA wires were used

251as actuators to morph the upper surface of a WTEA-TE1 wing

252profile. The multitude of specific issues solved in the previous

253project, came from the multidisciplinary integration in the
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254 same experimental demonstrator model of strongly nonlinear

255 actuators (SMA actuators) with optical and Kulite pressure

256 sensors, real-time control algorithms for actuator positions,

257 and real-time estimators and optimization algorithms for the

258 laminar to turbulent transition point position. In the new mul-

259 tidisciplinary project, specialists participate by working from

260 aerodynamics, aeroservoelasticity, mechanics, control and

261 electrical engineering.

262 Called ‘‘Multi-Disciplinary Optimization” 505 (MDO 505),

263 this new CRIAQ funded project seeks to realize fuel consump-

264 tion optimization by applying morphing wing technology to an

265 aircraft wing equipped with a morphing aileron. In this pro-

266 ject, realized at the ETS in Montreal, Canada in collaboration

267 with Thales, Bombardier Aerospace, Ecole Polytechnique, the

268 Institute for Aerospace Research - National Research Council

269 Canada (IAR-NRC), and with Italian researchers from Fred-

270 erico II Naples University, CIRA and Alenia, a wing-aileron

271 prototype (Fig. 1) is designed, tested and validated using wind

272 tunnel tests at IAR-NRC. The aileron was a part of the orig-

273 inal aircraft wing section, the optimization for morphing appli-

274 cation being performed for the entire wing, including here the

275 aileron. Unlike the previous morphing project (CRIAQ 7.1) of

276 our research team, this project uses miniature electromechani-

277 cal actuators instead of smart material actuators. The special

278 challenges of the MDO 505 are: (A) to aerodynamically opti-

279 mize a non-symmetrical wing by using numerical simulations;

280 (B) to adapt the actuation mechanism of the flexible skin and

281 its control system to fit into the very small space inside the

282 wing; (C) to obtain a good reproducibility of the numerically

283 optimized shape of the upper surface of the wing with the

284 experimental one by using a minimum number of actuation

285 points and a flexible skin attached on all four sides of the wing,

286 and the attachment increases the rigidity of the skin and ham-

287 pers the achievement of the upper surface reproducibility

288 (experimental versus numerical). Moreover, all of these chal-

289 lenges need to be overcome by keeping the resistance structure

290 of the wing segment in its original form.

291 Our research team first aimed to design and integrate in the

292 experimental model a control system which was able to morph

293 the wing according to the requirements imposed by the aerody-

294 namic optimization results obtained for different flow cases

295 given by various Mach numbers Ma, wing angles of attack a

296 and aileron deflection angles d. On the other hand, to evaluate

297 the aerodynamic gains of the morphing wing model during the

298 wind tunnel tests, the team had the task to develop a mecha-

299nism which was able to detect and visualize the airflow charac-

300teristics based on the data obtained from the pressure sensors

301installed on the upper surface of the morphing wing.

302The wing model was based on the dimensions of a full-scale

303wing tip structure, the span and chord of the model matching

304the dimensions found on a real aircraft wing tip, 1.5 m span

305and 1.5 m root chord with a taper ratio of 0.72. An optimiza-

306tion procedure was run by the aerodynamic team aiming to

307find the optimum airfoil shapes through local thickness modi-

308fications to improve the upper surface flow. The optimization

309was applied for several flight cases as combinations of Ma, a

310and d. The adaptive upper surface is a flexible skin made from

311carbon fiber composite materials, which was positioned

312between 20% and 65% of the wing chord. The rigid structure,

313as well as the flexible skin, was specifically designed to meet

314aeronautical industry requirements. On the other hand, in

315the flexible skin design and optimization procedures, the match

316with the aerodynamically optimized upper surface shapes was

317considered as a determinant objective.

318Once having established the structural constraints of the

319flexible skin and chosen the flight cases, the team resorted to

320the design of the actuation system, including here the actuation

321mechanism and the actuators. From technological constraints,

322it turned out that the actuation mechanism should include four

323actuators disposed on two actuation lines installed at 37% and

32475% of the wing’s span. Each actuator has the ability to oper-

325ate independently from the others. On each actuation line, the

326actuators were positioned at 32% and 48% of the local wing

327chord.

328The low space inside the wing required a direct actuation of

329the flexible skin, the in-house manufactured actuators being

330fixed with the lower part on the wing ribs and with the top

331on the flexible skin. To solidify the entire structure, the high

332grade industry steel and aluminum alloy materials were used

333to manufacture different internal structure elements.

334The aerodynamic optimization procedure correlated with

335the actuator positions on the wing structure generated a data-

336base relating the actuator displacements and the optimized air-

337foils for different flight cases. Therefore, the actuators need to

338morph the upper surface of the wing until the desired displace-

339ments are achieved and an experimental airfoil approximating

340the optimized airfoil for a specified flight case is obtained. In

341order to achieve and maintain this airfoil shape even under

342the influence of external perturbations such as structural and

343aerodynamic loads, a robust control system should assist the

344actuation system. For each of the four actuation points, the

345actuation mechanism included a brushless direct current motor

346whose shaft was coupled to a gearing system with the other end

347attached and linked to a nut. Four linear variable differential

348transformers (LVDTs) were also used to measure the displace-

349ments of the four actuators (Fig. 2).

350An in-house developed genetic algorithm was applied to the

351problem of airfoil upper-surface morphing. The problem

352objective was to search the optimum shapes for an airfoil

353through local thickness modifications with the aim of improv-

354ing the upper surface flow and thus the aerodynamic perfor-

355mance of the airfoil. The vertical displacements for the

356actuators were determined from the genetic optimization of

357the wing airfoil. The optimization gave the displacement values

358for one pair of actuators situated at 37% of the wing span,

359while the displacements for the second pair of actuators were

360calculated as a linear dependence.Fig. 1 Schematic structure of morphing wing.
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361 The obtained database of the optimized airfoils for differ-

362 ent flight cases is firstly used to validate the morphing concept

363 on this wing model for several flight cases as combinations of

364 Ma, a and d covering a flight envelope. Subsequently, the data-

365 base may be used as ‘‘validated database of optimized airfoils”

366 to generate another ‘‘optimized airfoils” through interpolation

367 in the development of the embedded control system for a ‘‘real

368 morphing wing” boarded on an aircraft, having as inputs the

369 Mach number, the angle of attack and the aileron deflection

370 angle provided by the onboard equipment.

371 In the next sections of the paper, the design and the exper-

372 imental testing of the system controlling the positions of the

373 four actuators are presented.

374 3. Controller design and bench test results

375 The control system of the experimental model was developed

376 in two successive steps, generically called ‘‘open loop” and

377 ‘‘closed loop”. In the first architecture (open loop), the morph-

378 ing wing system, and the aileron deflection angle are con-

379 trolled, in the second architecture (closed loop), the open

380 loop architecture is enclosed as an internal loop, the transition

381 point position is controlled based on the information from the

382 pressure sensors installed on the flexible skin and on the

383 aileron upper surface. Therefore, the difference between the

384 two architectures is the use of the information from the pres-

385 sure sensors as feedback signal in the control algorithm. The

386 presented work refers to the open loop architecture of the con-

387 trol system; it is based on the optimized airfoil database.

388 The actuation system was equipped with four identical

389 actuators, requiring in this way the same position controllers.

390 In the ‘‘open loop” architecture, the control system was exper-

391 imentally tested in two situations: (A) on the bench, with no

392 aerodynamic load, and (B) in the wind tunnel, with aerody-

393 namic load corresponding to each optimized flight case.

394 For the wind tunnel tests, the inputs of the control loop are

395 the vertical displacements of the actuators associated with the

396 optimized airfoil which corresponds to the airflow conditions.

397 This optimized airfoil is requested by the operator to be repro-

398 duced by the flexible skin, being selected from the computer

399 database through the graphic interface list box and charged

400 into the software. The software sends the vertical coordinates

401 to the control loop at the actuators lines level, which required

402 to reproduce the optimized airfoil. Therefore, for each flight

403case, the control system asks the actuators to morph the skin

404until the real vertical displacements

405ðdY1real; dY2real; dY3real; dY4realÞ in the actuation points equal

406the vertical deflections ðdY1opt; dY2opt; dY3opt; dY4optÞ character-
407izing the differences between the optimized airfoil and the ref-

408erence airfoil; the real vertical deflections (the control

409feedback) are measured by using the four LVDT sensors asso-

410ciated with each of the four actuators. The testing of the open

411loop architecture of the control system in the wind tunnel

412allows also the validation of the numerically obtained opti-

413mized airfoils through the real-time visualization of the transi-

414tion point position based on the pressure sensors data.

415On the other hand, the bench testing of the open loop archi-

416tecture gave the opportunity to evaluate the level of repro-

417ducibility of the numerically optimized shape of the upper

418surface of the wing with the experimentally obtained one. To

419verify this reproducibility, the morphed wing was laser-

420scanned (Fig. 3) for each optimized airfoil in the database

421(for all optimized flight cases), and software results were com-

422pared with the numerical results in terms of skin shapes. To

423scan the surface, a portable scanner, called the 3D Handy

424Scan, was used, and targets were added on the skin surface.

425These targets are the white dots on the surface of the wing

426shown in Fig. 3. Targets were used when the object did not

427supply enough geometrical information to allow acquisition;

428thus, approximately 200 targets were used on the surface of

429the skin and ribs. Because a mirror-like surface (especially alu-

430minum) prevented the laser from detecting the surface, a fine

431powder was applied on the wing. The targets were also needed

432to provide a reference for the scanner.

433The second test of the open loop architecture, the wind tun-

434nel test, allowed, on the other hand, the validation of the aero-

435dynamic optimization of the system through the visualization

436of the transition point position for each optimized airfoil in

437the database (for all optimized flight cases). These visualiza-

438tions are based on the information provided by the pressure

439sensors installed on the flexible skin. As a supplementary eval-

440uation method for the transition point position in wind tunnel

441tests, an infrared visualization of the flow was performed by

442using the IAR-NRC experimental facility.

443The bench test of the experimental model was performed in

444the LARCASE laboratory at the ETS in Montréal, Canada;

445the scheme of the experimental bench test used to validate

446the implemented controller in the open loop is presented in

447Fig. 4.

448In this control mechanism, the real-time system converts

449the desired vertical positions in motor rotation units, asks

450the actuators to go to this positions (commands represented

Fig. 2 Experimental model of morphing wing.

Fig. 3 Laser scanning of morphing wing during bench tests.
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451 by the lines in magenta in Fig. 4), and obtains in the same time

452 the feedback signals related to the real linear positions of the

453 actuators by using the LVDT sensors data (signals represented

454 by the cyan lines in Fig. 4). The controller’s input and output

455 are configured with the physical input/output of the target, so

456 that when it is compiled and downloaded in the real-time tar-

457 get via the Ethernet cable (blue line with double arrows in

458 Fig. 4), the data exchange can flow freely between the target

459 and the hardware.

460 For the bench tests, our team conceived a graphic user

461 interface (GUI) (Fig. 5) which helped the safe testing of vari-

462 ous situations, not only from the control point of view but also

463 from the flexible skin and actuator integration on the experi-

464mental model. Besides the simultaneous actuation, we fol-

465lowed the independent testing of the actuators in custom

466situations, evaluating in this way their power and at the same

467time the strength of the flexible skin in limit situations. Mean-

468while, a communication was set between the GUI and the

469database relating the actuator displacements and the optimized

470airfoils for different flight cases, and thus the user was able to

471command the actuation for all these cases.

472To develop the control system of the morphing wing actu-

473ators, a proportional fuzzy feedforward architecture was cho-

474sen51,52 for each of the four controllers; its architecture is

475shown in Fig. 6, where each actuator is coupled to a

476controller.

Fig. 5 Graphic user interface (GUI) developed for bench test of model.

Fig. 4 Open loop control architecture in bench tests.
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477 The controller’s input is the position error, and its output is

478 the number of pulses required to reach the desired vertical

479 position in millimeters. The controller’s output is sent directly

480 to the motor integrated in the actuator. The developed control

481 system includes four similar controllers, and each one is asso-

482 ciated to an actuator. The designed controllers were tuned

483 based on knowledge obtained from the system behavior, the

484 membership function parameters being determined by the trial

485 and error method.

486 To design a fuzzy logic control system, four principal com-

487 ponents must be considered: a fuzzifier, a fuzzy rule base, a

488 fuzzy inference engine and a defuzzifier. In the fuzzifier stage,

489 the crisp input e is transformed through the fuzzification into

490 linguistic variables, which are further translated into linguistic

491 concepts represented by fuzzy sets. Considering [�10, 10] inter-

492 val as universe of discourse for the controller input, we chose

493 eleven membership functions (MF) for it (Fig. 7). The consid-

494 ered shape for the inputs’ membership functions was the trian-

495 gular shape:
496

fDðx; a; b; cÞ ¼

0 if x 6 a
x�a
b�a

if a < x < b
c�x
c�b

if b 6 x < c

0 if c 6 x

8

>

>

>

<

>

>

>

:

¼ max min x�a
b�a

; c�x
c�b

� �

; 0
� �

ð1Þ

498498

499 where x is the independent variable on the universe, the

500 parameters a and c locate at the feet of the triangle, and b gives

501 its peak.

502 To define the rules, a Sugeno fuzzy model proposed by Tak-

503 agi, Sugeno and Kang was selected. A Takagi, Sugeno and

504 Kang fuzzy rule for a single-input-single-output system can

505 be written in the following form:
506

if ðx1 is AÞ then y ¼ fðx1Þ ð2Þ508508

509where A is fuzzy sets in the antecedent, y ¼ fðx1Þ is a crisp

510function in the consequent, and fðx1Þ is a polynomial function.

511If f is a first-order polynomial, then the resulting fuzzy infer-

512ence is called a first-order Sugeno fuzzy model, while if f is a

513constant, then it is a zero-order Sugeno fuzzy model. Consid-

514ering a zero-order Sugeno fuzzy model, the membership func-

515tions of the output were chosen as constants in the [�10, 10]

516universe of discourse.

517Starting from the inputs’ and outputs’ membership func-

518tions, a set of eleven inference rules were derived as shown in

519Fig. 8.

520In the bench tests, the actuators were controlled simultane-

521ously or independently to cover a large spectrum of interac-

522tions between them, the flexible skin and the rigid structure

523of the experimental model. All tests were performed in the lab-

524oratory conditions in the absence of the aerodynamic forces.

525Fig. 9 exposes the results obtained in a custom actuation situ-

526ation when the four actuators where simultaneously triggered;

527two of these actuators have (Actuator 1 and Actuator 3) mor-

528phed the flexible skin downwards (negatively), while the other

529two actuators (Actuator 2 and Actuator 4) morphed the flexi-

530ble skin upwards (positively). The actuators’ responses were

Fig. 6 Open loop control architecture of morphing wing model.

Fig. 7 Membership functions associated to input.
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531 very good, although a slight time delay was observed, which

532 was induced by the system inertia from both software process-

533 ing and mechanical points of view. Similar results were noticed

534 in all performed bench tests where Fig. 10 presented the

535 responses of the actuators triggered independently for various

536 repeated step signals as control inputs. From Figs. 9 and 10, it

537 can also be easily observed that the very low level of the noise

538 superposed on the linear variable differential transformer

539 (LVDT) sensor signals. It is due to the filters integrated in

540 the SCXI-1540 LVDT modules from National Instruments

541 used as signal conditioners for LVDTs.

5424. Experimental setup in wind tunnel

543The schematic of the instrumented wing configuration for the

544wind tunnel tests is shown in Fig. 11. In the wind tunnel tests,

545under aerodynamic loads for a given optimal case, the minia-

546ture electrical actuators would push or pull the flexible skin

547using the necessary torque until the desired vertical displace-

548ment of each actuator is achieved. The skin displacement in

549each of the four actuation points is sensed by the linear posi-

550tioning sensor (LVDT) mounted on the corresponding actua-

551tor. The acquired raw skin displacement is sent to the signal

552conditioner (SCXI), which supplies and processes the linear

553positioning sensor; it is indicated in Fig. 11 by the orange line.

554The output signal from the signal conditioner (the brown line

555in Fig. 11) is the actual skin displacement in millimeters. The

556encoder position needed to achieve the positioning control of

557the actuator is processed by the drive and read by the real-

558time system (PXI express); the encoder position is represented

559by the blue line.

560The PXI express is a real-time machine using an integrated

561real-time operating system. The main advantages of that sys-

562tem are that it can be extended with other real-time systems

563and it is modular. Modular, in the sense that it is used here,

564means that different modules or cards can be inserted into

565the PXI express (PXI-e) chassis. For this project, the PXI-e

566chassis has been extended by five different modules. The first

567four modules (from left to right) are used to acquire the pres-

568sure sensors’ signals, while the last module, which is a CAN

569open module, is used to communicate with the CAN network

570defined by the motor drive systems. Each of the pressure sen-

Fig. 8 Rules set in fuzzification process.

Fig. 9 Simultaneous actuation in four morphing wing points.
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Fig. 11 Experimental setup in wind tunnel.

Fig. 10 Repeated step independent actuation in four morphing wing points.
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571 sor signal modules is able to process a maximum of 8 pressure

572 sensors’ signals, thereby covering all 32 of the used Kulite pres-

573 sure sensors. The pressure data acquisition was performed at

574 20k samples/s for each channel. All pressure data were con-

575 nected directly to the modular cards inserted inside the PXI-

576 e chassis. All raw data for the 32 Kulite sensors were saved into

577 the real-time system’s hard drive for post-processing. The pres-

578 sure coefficient curves obtained by calculating the dynamic

579 pressure and by using the pressure Kulite data were displayed

580 in real time for all the optimized flight cases. Signals from the

581 LVDTs were also displayed for the different optimized flight

582 cases. The end user selected the desired flight case from the

583 GUI and the desired displacements were automatically loaded.

584 The data flow between the real-time controller and the com-

585 puter is indicated by the double arrow line in yellow in Fig. 11,

586 while the CAN open communication in the network is high-

587 lighted by the green arrow.

588 5. Wind tunnel test results

589 Wind tunnel test was performed at the IAR-NRC wind tunnel

590 facility in Ottawa. During this first set of wind tunnel tests, 97

591 flight cases were tested: nineteen values for the angles of

592 attack, three for the Mach numbers, and thirteen for the

593 aileron deflection angles. The angles of attack values varied

594 from �3� to +3�, the Mach number values varied between

595 0.15 and 0.25, and the aileron deflection angles varied from

596 �6� to +6�. The ninety-seven desired optimized airfoils were

597 obtained by changing the upper surface of the wing in the ver-

598 tical direction. The aerodynamic goal was to extend the lami-

599 nar region by moving the transition point as near as possible to

600 the wing trailing edge with a constant lift.53 Other publications

601 are regarded as adaptive trailing-edge device research.54,55 Var-

602 ious new genetic neural network methodologies were used for

603 morphing wing control, modeling and identification, as well as

604 for aircraft and helicopters.56–60

605 Thus, the wing model was tested in open loop architecture,

606 the main signals such as the raw pressure signal data from the

607 Kulite sensors, the skin displacements from linear positioning

608 sensors, actuator current, and actuator speed were recorded. In

609 this configuration, the loop was closed by using the LVDT sig-

610 nal as feedback for the controller. The pressure sensor signals

611 were used to visualize the start of the transition in real time

612 through power spectra analyses, while the calculated pressure

613 coefficients were used to validate the aerodynamically pre-

614 dicted wing shapes. The real time acquired raw pressure signals

615 were post-processed to obtain the FFT spectral decomposi-

616 tion, the standard deviation (STD) calculation, and the loca-

617 tion of the transition. The raw pressure signals were filtered

618 to remove parasitic noise.

619 The results obtained for an actuation case (Ma= 0.25,

620 a= 0.5�, d = �1�) are shown in Fig. 12. For all actuated

621 cases, it was found that the controller performed well with

622 the static error consistently less than 0.1 mm. The rise time

623 was between 1 and 2 s, more than adequate for our morphing

624 application. The measured positions for the four actuators

625 were sensed by the LVDTs, while the desired positions were

626 loaded from the database made from the data predicted by

627 the aerodynamic team.

628 During the tests, the user’s computer was installed in the

629 control room of the wind tunnel facility, linked to the

630real-time system with an Ethernet cable. The four miniature

631actuators installed inside the wing and the aileron actuator

632were controlled via a new GUI developed by the research team

633especially for the wind tunnel tests. The GUI used to control

634the whole equipment during the wind tunnel tests is shown

635in Fig. 13. The graphical characteristics in Fig. 13 (orange

636frame) show the plots of the measured skin displacements

637and the reference skin displacements. The ‘‘emergency stop”

638push button deactivates the entire system and brings it back

639to its reference.

640The ‘‘flight case selection” button loads the flight case num-

641ber with its flight conditions (Mach number, aileron deflection

642angle and angle of attack), as it is shown in the blue frame of

643Fig. 13. Under ‘‘Mode selection”, the user is able to select three

644different modes: Manual, Flight case and Homing. The ‘‘Hom-

645ing” mode sends the system back to its reference state. The

646‘‘Manual” mode allows the user to give skin position set points

647that are different than those of the database. The numerical

648controls (‘‘Set point act 1”, ‘‘Set point act 2”, ‘‘Set point act

6493” and ‘‘Set point act 4”) are used for this purpose. Each actu-

650ator can be controlled individually in ‘‘Manual” mode by

651pushing one of the following buttons: ‘‘Activate act 1”, ‘‘Acti-

652vate act 2”, ‘‘Activate act 3”, ‘‘Activate act 4”, or they can be

653moved simultaneously after pushing the ‘‘Act_all_manual”

654button. The numerical values for the skin displacements as well

655as the real skin displacements are displayed using the numeri-

656cal indicators shown in Fig. 13 (white frame). In ‘‘Flight case”

657mode, when a flight case is selected and the flight conditions

658have been loaded, the user has to activate the controller by

659changing the value of the numerical control buttons ‘‘Acti-

660vated act 1 & 3” and ‘‘Activated act 2 & 4” to 1.

661Kulite pressure sensors are used to capture what happens

662over the flexible skin when the wind is blowing. They are very

663sensitive, highly accurate differential sensors, and the pass

664band of their values is logged for each flight case. The log file

665is created once the ‘‘Logging Enabled” button is pressed, and

666the logging starts immediately. The logging stops when the

667button is released. The same procedure is used for the logging

668of the numerical values of the LVDTs and motor data such as

669velocity, encoder and current.

670An aileron is attached to the experimental wing; its position

671is controlled by means of an electromechanical actuator. The

672red frame in Fig. 13 indicates how all the information to con-

673trol the aileron actuator is collected. The aileron drive status is

674given by the radio button ‘‘DRIVSTAT”, where the actual

675aileron actuator position in degrees is displayed on the numer-

676ical indicator ‘‘Aileron_angle”, while the motion task to send

677to the drive is inputted by selecting ‘‘Motion task” from the

678menu ‘‘operation”.

679The 32 Kulite pressure sensors are installed on the upper

680surface to sense the static pressure on the wing. They are

681located between 28% of the chord and 68% of the chord.

682To evaluate the aerodynamic gain of the morphing wing tech-

683nology on the experimental model, the recorded pressure data

684during the wind tunnel tests were post-processed in order to

685obtain the pressure coefficient distribution curve and the spec-

686tral repartition of the pressure. The transition region deter-

687mined by the flow separation and characterized by the

688amplification of the Tollmien-Schlichting waves was captured

689by the Kulite pressure sensors. The same aerodynamic gain

690was also evaluated by using the infrared thermography tech-

691nique. The pressure data were recorded at 20 kHz rate for both
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692 un-morphed and morphed airfoils in ninety-seven flow cases,

693 and were analysed using FFT decomposition to detect the

694 magnitude of the noise in the surface air flow. Subsequently,

695 the data were high pass filtered at 1 kHz and processed by

696calculating the STD of the signal to obtain a plot diagram of

697the pressure fluctuations in the flow boundary layer.

698A higher standard deviation detected by a Kulite array

699sensor suggests that the sensed pressure signal is affected by

Fig. 12 Wind tunnel controller results for flight case 38 (Ma = 0.25, a= 0.5�, d= �1�).

Fig. 13 GUI for wind tunnel tests.
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700 turbulence which started somewhere between this sensor and

701 the previous sensor. Similar effects can be observed at the level

702 of the FFT evaluated for all pressure sensors, a detached FFT

703 curve suggesting a turbulent flow over the respective pressure

704 sensor. The resolution of the laminar to turbulent transition

705 point position establishment is directly influenced by the den-

706 sity of the pressure sensors evaluating the flow characteristics.

707 For the flow case 70 associated to Ma = 0.2, a = 1�,

708 d= 4�, Fig. 14 presents the STDs of the acquired pressure

709 data both for un-morphed and morphed airfoils. The results

710 show that the transition for un-morphed airfoil begins on the

711 pressure sensors #6 and #7, while for morphed airfoil it begins

712 on the sensor #15. On the other way, the maximum value of

713 the STD for un-morphed airfoil was associated with the sensor

714 #13, while that for morphed airfoil was associated with the

715 sensor #19.

716 Figs. 15 and 16 depict the FFT evaluation results for un-

717 morphed airfoil and morphed airfoil in the conditions estab-

718 lished by the flow case 70 (Ma = 0.2, a = 1�, d = 4�), respec-

719 tively. For a better visualization of the transition location, the

720 32 Kulite sensors’ FFTs were represented in four independent

721 windows in groups of eight consecutive sensors starting from

722 the leading edge. Figures also provide a centralized representa-

723 tion of the FFTs for all 32 sensors for the easiest observation

724 of the FFT curves detachment.

725 The FFT associated to the un-morphed airfoil shows that

726 the curve corresponding to the sensor #6 is easiest detached,

727 indicating the transition beginning. A more visible detachment

728 appears at the level of the sensors #12 and #13, producing the

729 transition to the upper FFT curves package. For the morphed

730 airfoil, the FFT characteristics show that the transition begins

731 on the sensor #15, the maximum influenced FFT curves corre-

732 sponding to the sensor #19. As a consequence, the FFT and

733 STD based conclusions are similar for this flow case, the lam-

734 inar region being extended with over 4% of the chord in the

735 Kulite sensor section.

736 For capturing the transition region over the entire wing

737 model surface infrared (IR) thermography camera visualiza-

738 tions were performed. The wing leading edge, its upper surface

739 flexible skin and the aileron interface were coated with high

740 emissivity black paint to improve the quality of the IR pho-

741 tographs. The span-wise stations, where the two pressure sen-

742 sors lines were installed were not painted, in order to not

743 influence the pressure reading quality. A Jenoptik Variocam

744camera, with a resolution of 640 � 480 pixels, was used to

745measure the surface temperatures. This camera was equipped

746with 60� lens in order to capture the flow transition on the

747entire upper surface of the wing. Wind tunnel experimental test

748was conducted for all the aerodynamic optimized cases.

749The infrared (IR) image of the whole wing during wind tun-

750nel test for flight case 70 is shown in Fig. 17, Fig. 17(a) is un-

751morphed/reference airfoil, Fig. 17(b) is morphed airfoil. The

752IR technique makes it possible to visualize and estimate online

753the transition location on the wing. The red frame indicates the

754limits of the flexible skin, which is made of composite materi-

755als. The line of Kulite sensors and the spots showing the four

756actuators are visible as well. The black line indicates the esti-

757mated transition line, and the white lines indicate the tolerance

758band. The thermography methodology (infrared methodology)

759is based on the temperature gradient in the laminar and turbu-

760lent flow. The blue region inside the red frame in Fig. 17 indi-

761cates the laminar region (low temperature region) while the

762yellow color inside the same frame shows the turbulent region

763(high temperature region). The wind is blowing from left to

764right. According to the IR transition images given by Fig. 17

765for Ma= 0.2, a = 1�, d= 4�, the transition has been delayed

766by about 4%. With no actuation, the transition was located at

767about 48% of the chord (Fig. 17(a)), while with actuation, the

768transition located closer to the trailing edge, thus, at 52% of

769the chord. In addition, a very good match was obtained

770between the IR imaging and the Kulite sensors in terms of

771the transition location.

7726. Conclusions

773This paper has presented results obtained in a new morphing

774wing project, as part of the development and experimental test

775of a variant of the control system used in the actuation of the

776flexible skin on a wing upper surface. In the exposed control

777architecture, called generically ‘‘open loop”, the morphing

778wing shapes and the aileron deflection angles were controlled.

779The designed control system was tested experimentally in

780bench tests with no aerodynamic load, and then, in wind tun-

781nel tests, with aerodynamic load(s). Proportional fuzzy feed-

782forward architecture was chosen for controlling the actuation

783lines. The ‘‘open loop” architecture of the control system

784was based on a database with the optimized airfoils, obtained

785as a result of a preliminary aerodynamic numerical optimiza-

Fig. 14 STD of pressure data acquired for Ma = 0.2, a= 1�, d = 4� flow case.
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786 tion, applied for several flight cases as combinations of Mach

787 numbersMa, angles of attack a and aileron deflection angles d.

788 The database was firstly used to validate the morphing concept

789 on this wing model for several flight cases covering a flight

790 envelope, and subsequently, it may be used as ‘‘validated data-

791 base of optimized airfoils” to generate another ‘‘optimized air-

792 foils” through interpolation in the development of the

793 embedded control system for a ‘‘real morphing wing” boarded

794 on an aircraft, having as inputs the Mach number, the angle of

795 attack and the aileron deflection angle provided by the

796 onboard equipment.

797 The first testing phase, the bench test, also allowed the eval-

798 uation of the level of reproducibility of the numerically opti-

799 mized shape of the upper surface of the wing with the

800 experimentally obtained one. In this way, the morphed wing

801was laser-scanned for each optimized airfoil in the database,

802and software results were compared with the numerical results.

803The bench test results were very good, validating the experi-

804mental model for the next testing level with aerodynamic loads

805conducted in the IAR-NRC wind tunnel in Ottawa. During

806the test of all the optimized flight cases, the values of the static

807errors were under the limit established by the aerodynamics,

808i.e. 0.1 mm; from the numerical simulations, the aerodynamic

809team observed that in a range between �0.1 mm and 0.1 mm

810around the optimized position the estimated transition point

811position of the upper surface flow is approximately the same.

812The second testing phase, the wind tunnel test, allowed the

813validation of the aerodynamic optimization of the system

814through the visualization of the transition point position for

815each optimized airfoil in the database (for all optimized flight

Fig. 15 FFT results for unmorphed airfoil in flow case 70 (Ma = 0.2, a= 1�, d= 4�).
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816 cases) based on the information provided by 32 Kulite pressure

817 sensors installed on the flexible skin. The IAR-NRC experi-

818 mental facility allowed for a supplementary evaluation method

819 for the transition point position in wind tunnel tests, the IR

820 visualization of the flow. The recorded pressure data during

821 the wind tunnel tests were post-processed in order to obtain

822 the pressure coefficient distribution curve and the spectral

823 repartition of the pressure. The transition region determined

824 by the flow separation and characterized by the amplification

825 of the Tollmien-Schlichting waves was captured by the Kulite

826 pressure sensors. The pressure data were recorded at 20 kHz

827 rate for both un-morphed and morphed airfoils in ninety-

828 seven flow cases, and were analysed using FFT decomposition

829 to detect the magnitude of the noise in the surface air flow.

830Subsequently, the data were high pass filtered at 1 kHz and

831processed by calculating the STD of the signal to obtain a plot

832diagram of the pressure fluctuations in the flow boundary

833layer. Similar to the bench tests, for all actuated cases it was

834found that the controller performed well, with static error con-

835sistently being less than 0.1 mm.

836The wind tunnel testing results exposed in the paper and

837obtained with the FFT, STD and IR evaluations for the flight

838case 70 (Ma= 0.2, a= 1�, d= 4�) have shown that the tran-

839sition was delayed by about 4%, from close to 48% of the

840chord in the un-morphed situation to 52% of the chord in

841the morphed situation. In addition, a good match was

842obtained between the IR and Kulite pressure sensors’ results

843in terms of the transition location.

Fig. 16 FFT results for morphed airfoil in flow case 70 (Ma = 0.2, a= 1�, d= 4�).
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844 On the other hand, the experimentally obtained results for

845 all tested flight cases confirmed the feasibility of the morphing

846 wing technology. Given that our project used a real wing struc-

847 ture, we create the premises for a future application of this

848 technology to real aircrafts.
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